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WELL-POSEDNESS OF HIGHER ORDER
ABSTRACT C AUCH Y PROBLEMS1

FRANK NEUBRANDER

ABSTRACT. The paper is concerned with differential equations of the type

(*) u(n+1>(i) - Au<n'(t) - Biu'"-1^*)-Bnu(t) = 0

in a Banach space E where A is a linear operator with dense domain D(A)

and Bi,... ,B„ are closed linear operators with D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n.

The main result is the equivalence of the following two statements: (a) A has

nonempty resolvent set and for every initial value (10,... ,x„) G (D(A))n+1

the equation (*) has a unique solution in Cn+1(R+,£;) f~l Cn{Kn,[D(A)})

([D(A)\ denotes the Banach space D(A) endowed with the graph norm); (b)

A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. Under additional as-

sumptions on the operators Bk, which are frequently fulfilled in applications,

we obtain continuous dependence of the solutions on the initial data; i.e.,

well-posedness of (*). Using Laplace transform methods, we give explicit ex-

pressions for the solutions in terms of the operators A, Bk. The results are

then used to discuss strongly damped semilinear second order equations.

0. Introduction. Of concern is the abstract Cauchy problem

n

u<B+1>(t) - Auin)(t) - Y Bku^n-k\t) = 0,

k=l

uU)(0) = Xj   for0<j<n,

where A is a linear operator on a Banach space E with dense domain D(A) and

nonempty resolvent set p(A), and Bi,B2, ■ ■ ■ ,Bn are closed linear operators with

D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n.
A function v(-) G Cn+1(R+,P) is said to be a solution of (ACP„+i) if u(n-fe)(t)

6 D(Bk) for every t > 0, 0 < k < n (B0 := A) and (ACPn+i) is satisfied.
If (ACPn-|_i) has a solution for every initial value x := (x$,xi,... ,xn) G D,

where D is a dense subset of En+1, then (ACPn_|_i) is said to be solvable for a

dense set of initial data.

Concerning (ACPn+i) the following four questions will be studied in this paper:

(1) Is (ACPn+i) solvable for a dense set of initial data?

(2) Does it only have one solution for every initial value?

(3) Can we find an explicit representation for these solutions?

(4) How do the solutions depend on their initial data?

The Cauchy problem (ACPn_|_i) is called well-posed if it has unique solutions

u(-) for a dense set of initial data which depend continuously on the initial data;
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i.e., limn-,00 Un '(0) = 0 for 0 < j < n implies limn^^ un(t) — 0 uniformly on

compact subsets of R+

After introducing some notations in §1 we will recall in §2 some results on

(ACPi) u'(t) - Au(t) = 0,        u(0) = x,

which was introduced as an abstract Cauchy problem for differential equations in

Banach space by E. Hille in 1952 [13], It was shown by R. S. Phillips in 1954 [23]
that existence and uniqueness of solutions for every initial data in the domain of

A is equivalent to A being the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on P,

assuming A has a nonempty resolvent set. At the end of the second section a mod-

ified version of this theorem and a new characterization of a semigroup generator

are presented.

In §3 these characterizations yield a condition on A such that (ACPn+i) is

solvable for a dense set of initial data. Our main result is the following

THEOREM. Let A be a densely defined linear operator and let Pi, B2,..., Bn be

closed linear operators on a Banach space E with D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n.

The following statements are equivalent:

(i) A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup.

(ii) A has nonempty resolvent set and for every initial value (xn,xi,... ,xn) G

(D(A))n+1 the Cauchy problem (ACP„+i) has a unique solution u(-) in

Cn+1(R+,E)nCn(R+,[D(A)])

where \D(A)] denotes the Banach space D(A) endowed with the graph-norm \x[g :=

||x|| + ||Ax||.

For n — 0 this theorem is exactly the Phillips characterization of a semigroup

generator. Therefore it may be regarded as a generalization of Phillips' Theorem

to higher order abstract Cauchy problems.

In §4 explicit expressions for the solutions in terms of the operators A,Bi,B2,...,

Bn axe given. In §5 well-posedness results are proved under additional assumptions

on the operators Bi,B2,...,Bn which are frequently fulfilled in applications. In

§6 we discuss the solvability of the Cauchy problem for

u^(t) - Au^(t) - Bu(t) = f(t,u(t)).

Among others it is shown how this damped nonlinear second order equation is

related to the first order equation

uw(t) = Au(t) + [ (Bu(s) + f(s,u(s)) ds.
Jo

As an example, for an arbitrary semigroup generator A and every initial value

(x,y) G (D(A))2, we construct the unique solution of the inhomogeneous damped

second order abstract Cauchy problem

UW(t) - (aA + bl)u^(t) - (cA + dl)u(t) = f(t),

u(0) = x,    it(1)(0)=v,    a>0,    b,c,dGC.

1. Notation. Let E be a Banach space with norm || • ||. o(A) (pa(A)) denotes

the spectrum (point spectrum) and p(A) (R(X, A)) the resolvent set (the resolvent)
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of a linear operator A with domain D(A) c E and range in E. If A is a closed

operator, then [^(A")] denotes the Banach space

(D(An),\x\n:=\\x\\ + \\Ax\\ + --- + \\Anx\\).

By Cn(I,E) we denote the set of all n-times continuously differentiable functions,

by C(I, E) the set of all continuous functions from an interval I into E. For every

m G N, |/|m is defined as the following seminorm (/ G Cn(R+, E)):

|/|m:=   sup   ||/(i)||-r   sup   ||/(i)(i)||4---4   sup   ||f»(i)||.
t€[0,m] te[0,m] t€[0,m]

Mn is defined as the Fréchet space

(Cn(R+,E),\-\m,mGN).

For the elementary properties of strongly continuous semigroups we refer to [2, 6,

12, 14, 16, 22].

2. Well-posedness of first order abstract Cauchy problems. We begin

with a short summary of semigroup theory. A family of bounded linear operators

{T(t),t > 0} on a Banach space E is called a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t))

if:

(i)T(0) = i,
(ii) T(t + s) = T(t)T(s) for t, s > 0,

(iii) t —y T(t)x is continuous for every x G E.

The generator A of the semigroup (T(t)) is defined by

Ax=  lim -(T(t)x-x) =T'(04)x
t-y0+ t

whenever the limit exists. The domain D(A) of A is the set of all x G E for which

this limit exists. A is a densely defined, closed linear operator with nonempty

resolvent set p(A). For every strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)) there exist

constants w G R and M > 1 such that

||T(i)|| < Mewt.

Every X G C with Re X > w is an element of the resolvent set of A and for such

elements of C the resolvent R(X, A) of A is given as the Laplace transform of the

semigroup (T(t)); i.e.,

R(X, A)x = /     e~XtT(t)x dt   for every x G E and every À G C with Re A > w.
Jo

A linear operator A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup if and only

if
(i) A is densely defined,

(ii) there exist w G R and M > 1 such that every A G C with Re A > w is an

element of p(A) and ||P(A, A)n|| < M(Re A - w)~n for every n G N.

This is the famous Hille-Yosida characterization of a semigroup generator.

If A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)), then, for every

x G D(A), t —y T(t)x is the unique solution of the first order abstract Cauchy

problem

(ACPi) u'(t) = Au(t),        u(0) = x.
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Hille [13], Phillips [23] and Fattorini [7] gave different definitions of well-posedness

of (ACPi). They showed that if A is a linear operator with dense domain and

nonempty resolvent set, then (ACPi) is "well-posed" if and only if A generates a

strongly continuous semigroup. In the following theorem we recall their results;

i.e., we compile the equivalent definitions of well-posedness of (ACPi). For a proof

see, for example, [21].

THEOREM 1. Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a Banach space E.

Consider the abstract Cauchy problem

(ACPi) u'(t) = Au(t),        u(0) = i.

The following statements are equivalent:

(i) A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup.

(ii) p(A) ^ 0 and for every x G D(A), (ACPi) has a unique solution u(-) in

C1 (R+, E) D C(R+ ,[D(A)]) (well-posedness in the sense of Phillips).

(iii) A is closed and there exists a dense subset D such that, for every x G D,

(ACPi) has a solution u(-):R+ —► D(A) in C1(R+,E). For every sequence of

solutions with un(0) -»Owe have un(-) —> 0 uniformly on compacts ofR+ (well-

posedness in the sense of Fattorini).

(iv) A is closed and there exists a dense subset D such that, for every x G D,

(ACPi) has a solution u(-):R+ —» D(A) in C1(R+,E). There are constants M,w

such that for every solution u(-) and every t G R+,

\\u(t)\\ < Afc^HtxCOJII

(well-posedness in the sense of Hille).    D

The second theorem of this section is a modified version of the characterization

of a semigroup generator by well-posedness of (ACPi) in the sense of Phillips.

THEOREM 2. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E such that

D(An+1) is dense in E for some n G N U {0}. Then the following statements

are equivalent:

(i) A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup.

(ii) p(A) ^ 0 and, for every x G D(An+1), (ACPi) has a unique solution

u(-):R+ -+D(A) inCn+1(R+,E).

PROOF, (i) —> (ii) follows from elementary semigroup theory. We show: (ii)

implies that (ACPi) is well-posed in the sense of Fattorini. A is densely defined

with nonempty resolvent set, hence closed. For every x G D := D(An+1), (ACPi)

has a unique solution u:R+ -» D(A) in C"+1(R+,P) C C1(R+,P)- We define a

linear operator K: \D(An+1)] —► Mn+i by x —y Kx :— u(-), where u(-) is the unique

solution of (ACPi). K is a closed, everywhere defined and hence continuous linear

operator.

Now let uk(-) be a sequence of solutions of (ACPi) such that uk(0) —» 0 for

k —y oo. We will show that uk(-) —> 0 uniformly on compacts of R+ (well-posedness
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in the sense of Fattorini). Define vk(-) := R(X,A)n+1uk(-). Then vk(-):R+ ->

D(An+1) and A>vk(tt) -* 0 for A: -> oo and every 0 < i < n 4 1. Hence vfc(0) ~* 0
in [D(An+1)].

Now we show by induction that vk '(■) is differentiable and that vk(-) —

AJVfe(-) for every 1 < j < n + 1. The statement is true for / = 1. Suppose it is true

for every 1 < m < j where 1 < j < n. Then it is true for j 4 1 as can be seen by

(X-AYvk(-)=:R(X,A)n+1-iuk(-)

or

vj>\-) = #vk{-)

= (-1)J R(X,Ar+^uk(-)-Y
r=l

(j-r)tv(-iy-^-r>(.)

..(i)Therefore vk '(■) is continuously differentiable and

,,0'+i)(•) = (~l)j R(x,Ar+i^ùk(-)-Y(3)i^(-^-rA3~r+1)(-)
r=l

= Al(-iy

= A>+1vk(-).

R(X,A)n+1^uk(-)-Y^

r=l

Ar(-1) 3-r ,(3-r).

We have seen that vk(-) is a solution of (ACPi) in Cn+1(R+, E), and by the conti-

nuity of K we obtain vk(-) — Kvk(0) —y 0 in Mn+i, which implies that vk (■) —> 0

uniformly on compacts of R+ for every 0 < / < n 4 1. But

^(•) = (A-A)"+1i;fc(-)

= E(n+r1)wr(-i)n+1-rvkl+1-r(-)

r=0  ^ '

and therefore uk(-) —> 0 uniformly on compacts of R+.    D

In the subsequent sections we will give sufficient conditions for solvability and

well-posedness of

(ACPn+i)
U(»+D (í) _ Au^(t) - Y Bkén-k\t) = 0,

fc=i

uü)(0) = Xj    for0<i<n

where A is a densely defined linear operator on a Banach space E with nonempty

resolvent set p(A) and Bi,B2,...,Bn are closed linear operators with D(A) C

D(Bk) for 1 < k < n.

The results there depend heavily on the following characterization of a semigroup

generator. In the proof we make use of the Phillips perturbation theorem (see, for

example, [24]) which says that if A is a semigroup generator and B is a bounded

linear operator, then A 4 B is a semigroup generator too.
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THEOREM 3. Let A be a densely defined linear operator and let Pi, B2,..., Bn

be closed linear operators on E with D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n. Then the

following statements are equivalent:

(i) A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on E.

(ii)

A:=

A
Pi
B2

Bn    0    0

is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on En+1.

PROOF, (a) (i) ->• (ii). Let A G p(A). Define A0 := (-A 4 A). Then A0 is the
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)), 0 G p(An) and D(Ao) = D(A).

Define

$:=

XI

0
0

0

i

0    0

0     0    0

and

An:=

Ao
Pi
P2

0 0
0 0
0    0

Bn    0    0 0

Then A := Ao 4 *. We will see that Ao is the generator of a strongly continuous

semigroup on En+1. Hence, by the Phillips perturbation theorem, A is the gener-

ator of a strongly continuous semigroup. From the closedness of the operators Bk

(1 < k < n) and from D(A) C D(Bk) we obtain that BkR(0, Aq) is a continuous

linear operator on E (1 < k < n).

For every t G R+ define a bounded linear operator T(t) on En+l by

T(i) ■,

T(t) 0    0

P,P(0,Ao)(/-T(i))    I    0
P2P(0,A0)(i-T(i))    0    I

BnR(0,AQ)(I-T(t))    0    0

By simple matrix calculations one shows that (r(i)) is a strongly continuous semi-

group on En+1 with generator Aq-
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(b) (ii) —y (i). If A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup, then the

same is true for Ai where

A,:=

A    0
Pi    0

Bn    0

It is easy to see that the resolvent set of A has to be nonempty and that P(A, Ai )r

is given by

P(A,A)m 0 0

A"mPiP(A,A)m    A"mi       0

A-mP2P(A,A)m       0       A"m7

0

0

0

A-mPnP(A,A)' 0 0 0 A-

Hence we obtain for the densely defined linear operator A with nonempty resolvent

set that
||P(A,A)m|| < ||P(A,Ai)m|| <M(ReX-w)-m

for every m G N and every A G C with Re A > w. By the Hille-Yosida characteri-

zation it follows that A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup.   D

If A is the generator of a compact or holomorphic semigroup (for t > 0) so is

A 4 B for every bounded P (see, for example [24]). In the proof of Theorem 3 we

have seen that the semigroup generated by

A0:=

Ao
Pi

B2

0

0

0

Bn    0    0

is given by

r(t) :=

T(t) 0    0

PiP(0,Ao)(/-T(i))    I    0
P2P(0,A0)(/-T(i))    0    I

BnR(0,Ao)(I-T(t))    0    0

From this and the fact that A is a semigroup generator on En+1 if and only if A

is a semigroup generator on E we obtain the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4.   Let A be a densely defined linear operator and let Pi, B2,...,

Bn be closed linear operators on E with D(A) c D(Bk) for 1 < k < n.  Then the
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following statements are equivalent:

(i) A is the generator of a compact or holomorphic semigroup on E.

(ii) A is the generator of a compact or holomorphic semigroup on En+1.

3.  Solvability of higher order abstract Cauchy problems. In [9] H. 0.

Fattorini considered the Cauchy probelm for

(#) uW(t)-Auw(t)-Bu(t) = 0,

where A and B are densely defined linear operators on a Banach space E. He

studied properties of the solutions under the assumption that (#) is solvable for

a dense subset of initial data such that the solutions depend continuously on its

initial data; i.e., there exist locally bounded functions Kq(-),Ki(-) from R+ into

R+ such that

[\u(t)\\<K0(t)\\u(0)\\+Ki(t)\\u^(0)\\

for every solution u(-) of (#). Further he wrote: "We shall not be concerned here

with the problem of finding conditions on the coefficients A, B in order that the

Cauchy problem for (#) be well posed in some sense or another-"

This section deals with the problem of finding conditions on A, Pi, B2,..., Pn

such that the Cauchy problem for

n

(#) u("+1>(i) - Au^(t) - Y Bku^~k\t) = 0
k=i

is solvable for a dense set of initial data.

We remark that Phillips' definition of well-posedness for (ACPi) and statement

(ii) in the following theorem agree when n = 0. Therefore one may regard the

following result as a generalization of the Phillips characterization of a semigroup

generator to higher order abstract Cauchy problems. For a discussion of the con-

tinuous dependence of the solutions from the initial data, see §5.

THEOREM 5. Let A be a densely defined linear operator and let Pi, B2,..., Bn

be closed linear operators on a Banach space E with D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n.

Consider the following Cauchy problem:
n

(ACPn+1) u(n+1\t) - Au^(t) - Y Bku^n-k\t) = 0,

fc=i

uw(0)=xJ,        0<j<n.

Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup.

(ii) A has nonempty resolvent set and for every initial value (xo,ii,. • ■ ,xn) G

(D(A))n+1 the Cauchy problem (ACP„+i) has a unique solution u(-) in

Cn+1(R+,E) n Cn(R+, [D(A)]).

(iii) A has nonempty resolvent set and for every initial value (xo,xi,... ,xn) G

(D(A))n+1 the Cauchy problem (ACP„+i) has a solution u(-) in Cn+1 (R+, E) such

that the following conditions hold.
(a) u(n-fc)(-):R+ -+ D(Bk) for0<k<n (B0 := A),

(b) Bku(n~k^(-) are continuous for 1 < k < n.

The solution is unique among all solutions satisfying (a) and (b).
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PROOF, (a) (i) —> (ii). The proof of this implication is divided into two main

parts. In the first one (Lemma 5.1) we prove that the operator

*

-A

Bi

- Bn-

0

I

Bn-

0

0

I

-Pi
I

-A

maps D(A)n+1 onto D(An+1) where A is defined by

A:=

A
Pi
P2

I

0

0

Pn      0      0

By Theorem 3, A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on En+1.

Hence, by Theorem 2, the Cauchy problem

u'(t) = Au(t),        u(0) = *x

has for every x G D(A)n+1 a unique solution u(-) in Cn+1(R+,Pn+1). In the

second part, beginning with Lemma 5.2, we show that the first coordinate of this

solution is a solution of (ACPn+i) in Cn+1(R+,P) n C"(R+, [D(A)]) with initial
value x := (x0,xi,... ,x„) G D(A)n+1.

LEMMA 5.1.   V is a bijection from D(A)n+1 onto P(An+1).

PROOF. An induction shows that Afc* (1 < k < n) is given by

where

Zk:=

Yk:--

I
-A

-Pi

Pn-l-

0     Yk

Zk     0

Bn     Pn-l

0 P„
0        0

0        0

0      0
/      0

-A    I

?n-k+l

Bn      Pn-i

0 Bn

Pi

0
0

0

0
A    /
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Yn-1
I      0

-A   I Yn :— I.

From this we obtain *x G D(An+1) for every x = (x0, Xi,..., xn) G D(A)n+1. It

is easy to see that $ is an injective map. By another induction one shows that

D(Ak) is recursively given by

L>(A) = {(y0,yi,...,yn)G En+1:x0 := y0 G D(A)},

D(Ak+1) = \ (y0,yi,...,yn) G En+1:Xj G D(A) for 0 < j < k - 1

and Xfc :=     Y    Bíxj + 1/* G W) (ßo := A)
¿+j=fc-i

Now let (j/o, yi,-..,yn)G P(An+1). Define x0 := yo and xk := E¿+j=fc-i BiXj+yk

(B0:=A). Then (x0,xi,... ,x„) G D(A)n+1 and

*(x0,xi,...,xn)=   -   Y   BiXj + xk\ =(yo,yi,-..,yn).   □

V    ^=k-1 Jo<k<n

LEMMA 5.2. Let A be a densely defined linear operator with nonempty resolvent

set. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) u(-)GCn(R+,E), u(-):R+ -► D(A), and Au(-) G Cn(R+,E).

(iï)u(.)GC«(R+,[D(A)]).
(iii) u(-) G Cn(R+,E), u(-):R+ -» D(A) and Pu(-) G Cn(R+,P) for every

closed operator B with D(A) C D(B).

PROOF. A densely defined operator with nonempty resolvent set is closed. The

implication (i)—*(ii) follows from the definition of the Banach space [P(A)]. To

prove the implication (ii) —► (iii) let u(-) be an element of Cn(R+, [D(A)]). From

the closedness of P and D(A) c D(B) we conclude that P is a continuous operator

from [P(A)] into E. Looking at

R+«mcn[D(A)}$E

we see that Bu(-) G Cn(R+,E). The implication (iii) —> (i) is obvious.    □

Now let (xo, xi,..., xn) G D(A)n+1 and define

(yo,yi,-..,yn) ■= *(x0,xi,...,xn)

= (-    Y    BiXj + xA GD(An+1).

V     ¿+J'=fe-1 /0<fc<n

Using Theorems 2 and 3 we see that there exists a unique solution u(-): R+ —» D(A)

inC"+1(R+,Pn+1) of

u'(t) = Au(t),      u(0) = (yo,yi,...,yn).
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This implies that there are functions u¿(-) G Cn+1(R+,P), 1 < t < n + 1, with

ui(-):R+ -> D(A), (ui(0),M2(0),...,itn+i(0)) = (yo,yi,.-.,yn) and

Aui(t)+u2(t) =u[(t)

Biui(t) + u3(t) = u'2(t)

(1) ;

Pn_iiti(i) 4 un+i(t) = u'n(t)

BnUi(t) =Un+i{t).

By the closedness of A, Pi,..., Bn and the differentiability of the functions u¿(-) it

is easy to see that

u{3)(-):R+^D(A)   and   ^Au^ (■) = Au[3+1) (■)

for 0 < j < n - 1. Hence, by Lemma 5.2, ui(-) is an element of Cn+1(R+,P) il

C7"(R+,[P(A)]).
Now, looking at (1), we obtain

i4n+1)(i) - Au[n)(t) - Y Bku[n-k)(t) = 0

fe=i

and

u[k)(0) = A4fc-X)(0) 4 Y Vi*" W)(0) 4 ufc+i(0)
j=l

for 1 < k < n. Therefore

u{°\0) = ui(0) = y0 = x0,

u[1](0) = Aui(0) 4 u2(0) = Axq 4 t/i = xu

u{2)(Q) = Axi 4 PiXo 4 y2 =   Y  BiX3 + 2/2 = x2
i+j=i

and by induction we obtain

(<40)(0), u^fO),...,u[n)(0)) = (xo, xi,..., xn).

We have shown: given x — (xo,xi,... ,xn) G D(A)n+1, then the first coordinate

ui(-) of the solution of

u'(t) = Au(t),        u(0) = *x,

is a solution of (ACPn+i) in Cn+1(R+,E) n C"(R+, [P(A)]) with initial value

(x0,xi,...,x„).

Suppose there is another solution v(-) of (ACP„+i) in

Cn+1(R+, P) n Cn(R+, [D(A)])

with initial value (xo,... ,xn). Then w(-) := v(-) — ui(-) is a solution of (ACP„+i)

in Cn+1(R+,E) n Cn(R+, [D(A)]) with

w^(0) = 0   îor0< k<n.
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Define z(t) := (wi(t),... ,wn+i(t)) where wi(t) := w(t) and

fc-2

wk(t) := w(k-V(t) - Aw^k~2\t) -YB3w(k~2~J)(t)-

3=1

The function z(-):R+ -» D(A) = D(A) x En is an element of C1(R+,En+1) (see

Lemma 5.2(iii)) with z(0) = (0,0,..., 0).

It is easy to see that

wk(t) = wk+i(t) + Bk_iw(t),        1 < k < n.

Hence

Az(t) = (Awi(t) 4 w[(t) - Awi(t), Biwi(t) 4 w3(t),...,

Bn_iwi(t) + wn^i(t),Bnwi(t))

= (w[(t),w2(t),...,wn(t),Bnwi(t))

and

<+iW = ™(n+1)(t) - Aw^(t) - Y Bkw{n-k)(t) = Bnwi(t)

fc=i

(since wi(-) is a solution of (ACPn+i)). Therefore Az(t) = z'(t), z(0) = 0. But A

is a semigroup generator and therefore z(-) = 0, w(-) — 0 or ui(-) = v(-).

(b) The equivalence of statements (ii) and (iii) follows from the following consid-

erations. Let u(-) be a solution of (ACPn+i) in Cn+1(R+,P) n Cn(R+, [D(A)]).

Then r¿(n-fc)(-): R+ -+ D(A) C D(Bk) for 0 < k < n (B0 := A) and by Lemma 5.2

we obtain the continuity of Bku^n~k\-) for 1 < k < n.

If u(-) is a solution of (ACPn+i) with the properties (a) and (b) of statement

(iii), then
n

t -► AuW(t) = u("+1)(i) - Y Bku^n-k\t)

fc=i

is a continuous function. Therefore

u(n-i)^ _ j u(n)^ dg G D(Aj    for eyery t > 0
Jo

and

t^Au^-1Ht) = u^(t)- f YB*uin~k)(s)ds
Jo k=i

is continuously differentiable. By induction we obtain

(1) u^(t) G D(A) for every t > 0 and every 0 < j <n,

(2) Au^(-) are continuously differentiable for 0 < / < n — 1.

Hence u(-) G Cn+1(R+,P), u(-):R+ -> D(A) and Au(-) G Cn(R+,E). There-

fore, by Lemma 5.2, u(-) G Cn+1(R+,P) n Cn(R+, [P(A)]j.

(c) (ii) —► (i): Let (yo,yi,- ■ ■ ,yn) G P(An+1). Then, by Lemma 5.1, there is a

unique (x0, xi,..., xn) G D(A)n+1 with *(x0, Xi,..., xn) = (y0, j/i,..., yn) where

xo := yo and xk := Ei+J=fc-i BiXj 4 yk (B0 := A). Let «(■) G Cn+1(R+,E) n

Cn(R+, [D(A)]) be the unique solution of (ACP„+i) with initial value (xo, Xi,...,

xn). We will show that for every (yo,yi, ■ ■ ■ ,yn) G P(An+1) the Cauchy problem
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u'(t) = Au(t), u(0) = (yo,yi,...,yn) has a unique solution in Cn+1(R+,En+1).

Then, by Theorems 2 and 3, A and hence A is a semigroup generator.

Define uo(t) := u(t),

n

uk(t) ■= Y
j=k

and w(t) = (u0(t),ui(t),... ,un(t)). Then w(0) = (yo,yi,- ■ ■ ,yn) and, by Lemma

5.2, w(-) G Cn+1(R+,Pn+1). From the definition of the functions uk(-) it follows

that

Biu0(t) + u2(t) = u\(t)

B2u0(t) 4 u3(t) = u'2(t)

Pn_lUo(f) 4 Un(t) = u'n_x(t)

BnUo(t) = u'n(t).

Therefore, in order to show that w(-) is a solution of the differential equation

u'(t) — Au(t), it suffices to prove the validity of the equation

Au0(t)+ui(t)=u'0(t).

Define

«    ft      i n        1

g(t) := Au0(t) +Yj0 JfTtfS* - sY~lBjMs)ds 4 Y y^jyi^'^

= Au0(t) + ui(t).

Then we obtain the equality g(-) — u'0(-) from the equations

i7(0)=Axo4 2/i=xi=u(1)(0),

g'(0) = Axi 4 Pixo + 2/2 = x2 = w(2)(0),

ff(«-i)(o) =   Y   ßixi + yn = xn = «(n)(o)
i+j=n-l

and

g^(t) = Au{0n)(t) + YBkU0n-j)(t) = u^+^íí).

3 = 1

Suppose v(-) G Cn+1(R+,Pn+1) is a solution of

u'(t) = Au(t),        u(0) = (0,0,...,0).

By the same arguments as in the proof of the implication (i)-+(ii) we obtain

that the first coordinate of v(-), denoted by vo(-), is a solution of (ACPn+i) in

Cn+1(R+, E) n Cn(R+, [D(A)]) with initial value (0,... ,0). Hence v0(-) = 0 and

/(7^(í-s)J"^o(s)ds+(j^í3"fc%:
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from
Av0(t) + vi(t) = v'0(t)

Biv0(t) 4 v2(t) = v[(t)

Bn-1v0(t) + vn{t)=v'n_1(t)

we obtain v(-) = (v0(-),vi(-),... ,vn(-)) = 0. Therefore w(-) G Cn+1(R+,Pn+1) is

the unique solution of the Cauchy problem u'(t) = Au(t), u(0) — (yQ, yi,..., yn) G
D(An+1).    O

The most restrictive assumption in Theorem 5 is D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n.

If A is a bounded operator, then the statement of the theorem is well known (every

Bk has to be bounded then). For bounded A in general nothing can be said about

existence of solutions of (ACPn-|_i) if one of the operators P¿ is unbounded.

For damped second order problems

u"(t)-Au'(t)-Bu(t) = 0,

u(0) = x,        u'(0) = 2/

answers can be given if B is a cosine family generator and A is a bounded operator

commuting with the resolvent of B. For a summary of cosine family theory and

references to the literature we refer to [17 and 23]. In the next theorem we have to

know a Banach space F which appears in the following characterization of a cosine

family generator, due to Kisyñsky [15]. A densely defined linear operator P on a

Banach space E is the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family if and only

if
(i) there is a Banach space P with D(B) C P C E such that the Banach space

topology of F is not weaker than the topology induced in F by E.

(ii) The operator [g ¿] with domain D(B) x F is the generator of a strongly

continuous group on the Banach space F x E.

The space F is given as the closure of D(B) under the norm

|x||F:=||x||4sup.
¿(A-^+1(^)A^2'^

A > w, n G N

(see [30]). If B is unbounded then [D(B)] ± F ± E. Fattorini [7], Sova [28]

and Da Prato-Giusti [3] proved that well-posedness of the undamped second order

Cauchy problem (corresponding to A = 0) is equivalent to P being the generator of

a strongly continuous cosine family. For a unified treatment of their results see [21].

In the proof of the next theorem we make use of their result and of a perturbation

theorem (see [5, 13]) which says that if B is a cosine family generator and C is

bounded, then P 4 C is a cosine family generator too.

THEOREM 6.   Let B be a densely defined linear operator on a Banach space E.

Consider the following damped second order abstract Cauchy problem:

u"(t) - Au'(t) - Bu(t) = 0,

(#j u(0) = x,        u'(0) = y.

Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) B is the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family.
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(ii) p(B) t¿ 0 and, for every x G D(B), y G F and every bounded operator A with

AR(X,B) = R(X,B)A, (#) has a unique solution u(-):R -» D(B) in C2(R,E).

For every sequence of solutions of (#) with

lim u„(0) =  lim «(l1)(0) = 0
n—>oo n—>oo

we have un(-) —> 0 uniformly on compacts ofR.

PROOF, (ii) => (i) follows from the fact that the undamped equation is well-

posed if and only if P is a cosine family generator. To prove (i) => (ii) let P be

a cosine family generator and A a bounded operator with AP(A, P) = P(A, P)A.

Then P4 \A2 is a cosine family generator, A: D(B) —> D(B) and the second order

Cauchy problem

UW(t)-(B + \A2)u(t) = 0,

u(0) = x,        u(1)(Q) = y-\Ax

has a unique solution u(-): R —» D(B) in C2(R, E) for every x G D(B), y G F (see,

for example, [21]).

Define v(t) :— T(t)u(t) where (T(t)) is the group generated by ¿A. From

AP(A, P) = P(A, B)A we conclude that T(t)R(X, B) = R(X, B)T(t), T(t): D(B) -»
D(B) and BT(t) = T(t)B on D(B). Moreover,

v^(t) = \AT(t)u(t) + T(t)u^(t),

VW(t) = \A2v(t) 4 AT(t)u^(t) 4 Bv(t),

or

vW(t)-AvW(t)-Bv(t)=0,

v(0) = x,        v(1)(0)=2/-

Suppose there is another solution g(-) of (#) with g():R —> P(P) and o() G

C2(R,P). Then h(-) := g(-) - v(-) is a solution of

u^(t)-Au^(t)-Bu(t) = 0,

u(0) = 0,        u(1)(0) = 0

and /(•) := T(—)h(-) a solution of

^2)(í)-(P4|A2Hí)=0,

u(0)=0,        w(1)(0)=0.

Therefore /(•) = 0 and, by the bijectivity of T(-t), h(-) = 0 or g(-) = v(-).

Let hn(-) be a sequence of solutions of (#) such that

lim M0)=  lim hn1)(0) = 0.
n—*oo n—*oo

Define /„(•) := T(—)hn(-). Then the functions /„(•) are solutions of

UW(t)-(B + \A2)u(t) = 0,

u(0) = hn(0),        u^(0) = hn'\0) - AA/i„(0).

But then /„(•) and hence hn(-) converge to zero uniformly on compacts of R.    D

Another important case of

u"(t) - Au'(t) - Bu(t) = 0
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is the class of equations in which A and B are densely defined operators with

D(B) C D(A). Sandefur [25-27] and Aviles and Sandefur [1] discussed iterated

differential equations

(##) flU-A)w(t)=o
¿=l v /

where A¿ are semigroup generators on a Banach space E such that

D := {D(Al{i) ■ ■ ■ Ai(m)); i(j) G {1,..., n}, m = 1,2,...}

is dense in E. For n = 2 (##) becomes

(###) w(2)(t) - (Ai 4 A2)w^(t) - AiA2w(t) = 0.

Sandefur proved well-posedness of (##) for every 1 < k < n (along the lines of Fat-

torini) under the assumptions on the operators A¿ mentioned above. Therefore, in

the case that D(B) is contained in D(A) one obtains well-posedness if the operator

A is the sum and the operator P the product of two semigroup generators.

For further results on higher order Cauchy problems and references to the lit-

erature we refer to [7, 10, 11, 13, 18, 31] and a paper of Weiss [32] which was,

together with [26], the starting point of our investigations.

4. Explicit solutions of higher order Cauchy problems. In this section

we show how to get an explicit expression for the solution of (ACP„+i). As proved

in the previous section the solution of (ACPn+i) is given by the first coordinate of

the semigroup Y(t) generated by A as defined in Theorem 3. The first and main

step to obtain this "first coordinate" is the formula for P(A, A) given in the next

proposition.

PROPOSITION 7. Let A,Bi,B2,... ,Bn be densely defined closed operators and

let D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n. Define A as in Theorem 3. Then the following

statements are equivalent:

(i)XGp(A).
(ii) PA := (An(A - A) - A^Bi-P„)_1 exists.

(Remark: in the scalar case R\ corresponds to det(A — A) .) If X G p(A) then

R(X, A) is given by

A"PA A""XPA A""2PA •        •       PA

FiPa        A""1XiPa    Xn'2XiRx        ■        ■     XiRx
XY2RX Y2RX        Xn~2X2Rx ■    X2RX

LA"-1y„PA    A"-2y„PA • YnRx     ■    XnRx

where
Xi := X - A,

Xk := (A*"1 (A - A) - Xk-2Bi-Pfc_x        (k > 2)

n

Yk:=YXn~kßk-

3=k
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PROOF, (i) —> (ii). Let A G p(A). Then there are bounded operators Xij on E

such that

(XlJ)(X-A) = (X-A)(X1)^I.

This leads to the following equations:

(1) Xi,n+i(A"(A - A) - A"-1^-Bn) = I,

Xhk = Xn+1~kXhn+i    for 1 < k < n.

(2) XlA(X - A) - Xl<2Bi-Xltn+iBn = 0       (2<i<n + \),

Xitk = Xn+1-kXi,n+i    for • < k < n + 1,

and Xîifc = Ai-1-fc(An+2-iXî>n+i - i) for k < i - 1.

(3) (X-A)Xi,i-X2,i = I

and (A - A)Xí<k - X2<k = 0 for 2 < k < n + 1.

(4) -BiXitk 4 AAi-i-i^ - Xj+2)fc = ¿i+i,fc/

for 1 < ¿ < n — 1 and 1 < k < n 4 1.

(5) -PnXi)fc 4 AXn+iifc = ¿n+i,fci   forl<rc<n4l.

Looking at (3) and (4) we obtain:

(A - A)Xi<n+i = A"2:n+i

- Pl^l,n+l 4 AX2in+i = -X3)n+i

— P2A"iin+i 4 XXstn+i = A"4jrl+i

(6)

— Bn-iXi¡n+i 4 XXn,n+i = Xn+i,n+i

— BnXitn+i 4 AATn+i^+i = I.

From (6) we obtain

(7) (A"(A - A) - A"-xPi-Bn)XUn+1 = I.

Therefore, by (1) and (7),

Rx := Xhn+i = (Xn(X - A) - A^Pi-P«)"1

exists. By (6) we obtain expressions for Xkt„+i for 2 < k < n 4 1 and by (l)-(3)

for all Xitk. This leads to the formula for P(A, A) stated in the proposition,

(ii) —> (i). If Rx exists, then define P(A, A) as above and show that

P(A, A)(A - A) = (A - A)P(A, A) = I.

We remark that no commutativity of the operators PA, A, Pi,..., Bn is needed to

prove the first equality.    D
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COROLLARY 8. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup and

let Pi, P2,..., P„ be closed operators with D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n. Then

there exists a real number w such that, for every X G C with Re A > w, PA :=

(A"(A - A) - An_1Pi - ■ • • — P„)_1 exists. Let p > w and define -7 as the path

{p4i'R}.  Then a solution of (ACP„+i) is given by

dX

for every initial value (xr,,xi,... ,xn) G (D(A))n+1.

PROOF. Let x := (xo,xi,...,x„) G (D(A))n+1. Define * as in the proof of

Theorem 5(a). Then

*(x0,xi,...,xn) = (z0,zi,...,zn)

where
fe-i

Zk = - Y Bk-l~3X3 + Xk {B0 ■= A).

j=0

Define A as in Theorem 3. Then, as shown in the proof of Theorem 5, a solution

of (ACPn+i) is given as the first coordinate of T(i)*x, where T(t) is the semigroup

generated by A. Using the inversion formula for the Laplace transform

T(t)Vx = ^ [ extR(X,A)VxdX
¿m J^

(for a proof use [33, p. 66]; or [4]) and Proposition 7 we obtain the expression for

the solution of (ACP^+i) stated in the corollary.    □

At first glance the formula for the solution as given in Corollary 8 seems to be

rather difficult. However, there are a lot of examples in which an explicit expression

for the solution can be easily determined by the formula above (see the examples

at the end of the next section and at the end of the paper).

5.    Well-posedness of higher order abstract Cauchy problems.  The

Cauchy problem (ACP„+i) for

Tl

(#) u<"+1)(i) - Av,W{t) - Y Bku(n~k)(t) = 0

fc=i

is called well-posed if

(i) (ACPn+i) is solvable for a dense subset D of initial data x — (xo, Xi,..., xn)

in En+1.

(ii) The solutions depend continuously on their initial data; i.e.: Let (vk(-)) be

a sequence of solutions of (ACPn+i) such that vk(0) —» 0 in E for k —> 00 and

0 < 3 < n. Then vk(-) —> 0 uniformly on compacts of R+.

We remark that assumption (ii) implies uniqueness of the solutions and we start

our discussion of well-posedness with a fundamental lemma which will be of frequent

use in the following (for a version of the lemma for n = 1, see §6).

2™A      to
<Rx + xk
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LEMMA 9. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup and let

Pi, P2,..., P„ be closed operators with D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n. Then there

are strongly continuous families (Tij(t)) (t > 0, 0 < i,j < n) of bounded linear

operators such that the semigroup T(t) generated by

A:=

A i 0

Pi 0 i
P2    0    0

Bn    0    0

is given by

To,o(t)

Tn,o(t)

2b,„(t)

-in^y*)

The families (Tij(t)) have the following properties:

(a) T0,0(t): D(A) -> D(A) and T0J(t): E -> D(A) for 1 < j < n.

(b) i/0 < i < n— 1 and 1 < j <n, then t —► Tij(t)x is continuously differentiable

for every x G E and (where necessary, define Bo :— A)

T'iti{t)x = Tiyj-i(t)x = BiT0<j{t)x 4 Ti+lj\t)x.

(c) i/0 < i < n — 1 and j = 0, then t —> T¿to(í)x is continuously differentiable

for every x G D(A) and

n

T¡¡0(t)x = Y Ti,k(t)Bkx = BtTo,o(t) 4 Tî+i>0(i)x.
fc=0

(d) Ifi = n and j — 0, then t —> Tn>o(i)x is continuously differentiable for every

x G D(Ä) and
n

Ko(t)x = YT«>kWBkX = BnT0,0(t)x.
fc=0

(e) If i = n and 1 < j < n, then t —> Tnj(t)x is continuously differentiable for

every x G E and

T^(t)x = TnJ_i(i)x = BnTo,j(t)x.

(f) Let x:= (x0,xi,...,x„) G (D(A))n+1.  Then

v(t):=TT0,k(t)
fc=0

n-l

fc-1

Xfc - Y Bk-1-

3=0

¿=o
2b,¿(í)x¿ -  ¿J îb.fcW-Sfc-i-t^i

fc=i+i

Í0,n(í)xn

¿s a solution of (ACPn+i) with initial value x.
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PROOF. Statements (a)-(e) follow from the facts that D(A) is given by

D(A) ® En, V(t):D(A) -> D(A) and that (d/dt)T(t)x = AT(t)x = T(t)Ax for
every x G D(A). Statement (f) follows from the proof of Theorem 5.    D

COROLLARY 10. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup and

let Bi,B2,... ,Bn be closed linear operators with D(A) C D(Bk) for 1 < k < n. Let

Ufc(-) be a sequence of solutions of (ACP„+i) in Cn+1(R+,E) DCn(R+,[D(A)])

with ukj)(0) -> 0 in [D(A)] for 0 < j < n - 1, u(kn)(0) G D(A) for all k and

uk   (0) —¥ 0 în B- Then uk(-) —> 0 in E uniformly on compacts o/R+.

PROOF. The initial values are all in D(A). Therefore, by Theorem 5 and the

previous lemma, the solutions are unique and given by

u(t) = YTo,k(t)
k=0

fc—1

u^(0)-YBk-i-3UU)(0)
3=0

The statement of the corollary follows now from ||Tjj(f)|| < ||r(i)|| < Mewt and

the continuity of the operators Bk from the Banach space [P(A)] into E.    U

In order to motivate the hypothesis of the following theorem we will consider for

a moment the second order equation

(#) uW(t)-AuM(t)-Bu(t)=0.

Examples are the strongly damped wave equation

u'2) (t) - aAu{1) (t) - Au(t) =0,        a > 0,

the linear strongly damped Klein-Gordon equation

u^(t) - 2aAu{1\t) - (A 4 bl)u(t) = 0

and the vibrating beam equation

u^(t) 4 2(aA2 4 b)u^(t) 4 A2u(t) = 0.

We see that (#) frequently appears in the form

u(2) (t) - (aA 4 bl)u{1) (t) - (cA 4 dl)u(t) =0,        a > 0, b, c, d G C.

For a discussion of this equation see the example following Corollary 21.  In this

case

R^JrcR(^x2-Xb-^A)

and hence, for P :— cA+dl we obtain PPA = PAP on D(A), which is the additional

assumption in the following theorem.

THEOREM 11. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup and

let Pi, P2,..., P„ be closed operators with

(i) D(A) C D(Bk) for\<k<n.
(ii) BkRx = PAPfc on D(A) for 1 < k < n and X G {p 4 iR}, p > w (w defined

as in Corollary 8).
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Then (ACP„+i) is well-posed and every solution with initial value (xo,Xi,

...,xn) is given by J2k=0Tn-ktn(t)xk where the operators Tn-k¡n(t) are defined

as in Lemma 9.

PROOF, (a) From PfcPA = RxBk on D(A) for 1 < k < n it follows that ARX =
RxA on D(A). Let X,p G {p 4 iR}- For every x G E define y := PAx G D(A).

Then
RxRpX = RxRp(Xn(X - A) - Xn~xBi-Bn)y

= Rx(Xn(X - A) - Xn-rBi-Bn)Rßy = R^Rxx.

Therefore RxRpX — RßRxx for A, p G {p 4 iR}.

(b) As seen in §4, the operators Toj(t) (0 < j < n) are given as inverse Laplace

transforms of the functions A —> An_JPA; i.e.,

T0j(t)x = ^-. [ extXn-JRxxdX

for every x G E (if 1 < j < n) or for every x G D(A) (if j = 0). Therefore, by

the closedness of the operators Bk (0 < k < n, Bo := A), we obtain To,j(t)Bk =

BkT0,j(t) on D(A) for 0 < j, k < n.

(c) By Lemma 9(f), a solution of (ACPn+i) with initial value (xo, xi,..., x„) G

(D(A))n+1 is given by
n-l

^5¿(í)x¿ 4T0,n(í)x„,

¿=o

where
n

Sz(t)x := To4t)x -  Y To,k{t)Bk-i-iX
k=i + l

n

= To,i(t)x-   Y  Bk-i-iTo,k(t)x
k=i+l

for x G D(A). By Lemma 9(b), we obtain

n —z—1 n — i—1

Si(t)x := T0,i(t)x-   Y   Tk,k+i(t)x+   Y   Tk+i,k+i+i(t)x = Tn_hn(t)x.
k=0 k=0

(d) Let u(-) be a solution of (ACPn+i) with u^(0) = 0 for 0 < j < n. Define

v(-) := PAu(-). Then v(-) is a solution of (ACPn+i) with v^(0) = 0 for 0 < j < n

and Pfcv("~fc)(-) = PfePAu("~fc'() are continuous functions. Hence, by Theorem

5(iii), v(-) = Rxu(-) = 0 or u(-) = 0. Therefore, the solution of (ACP„+i) is

uniquely determined by its initial data.

(e) Let x = (xo, Xi,..., xn) G (D(A))n+1. Then the unique solution of (ACPn+i)

with initial value x is given by Y17=oTn-i,n(t)xi.

Let (vk(-)) be a sequence of solutions of (ACPn+i) such that vk(0) —> 0 for

k —y oo and 0 < j < n. Define uk(-) :— Rßvk(-). Then uk(-) is a solution of

(ACPn+i) with ukj)(0) G D(A) for 0 < j < n. Therefore

n

Uk(t) = RßVk(t) = YTn-t,n(t)RuVkl)(0).

i=0
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As seen in §4, the operators Tk<n(t) (0 < k < n) are given as inverse Laplace

transforms of the functions A —> XkRx where Xo — I, Xi = (X - A),

Xk = (A*"1^ - A) - Afc-2Pi-Pfe_i)       (k > 2);

i.e.,

Tfc n(t)x = -— / eXtXkRxxdX    for every x G P.
2m J^

Now let p G 7 = {p 4 î'R}. Then, as proved in (a),

Tk,n(t)Rßx = ¿ / eXtXkRxRßxdX
'i

= Rp~íextXkRxxdX

= Rp.Tk,n(t)x

for every x G P. Therefore

«*(*) = Rp.vk(t) = ÄM í ¿^„-¿.„(^(O))

or

Ufc(í) = ¿Tn_,,n(í)4t)(0).

¿=o

Hence, by

||r„_t,„(í)|| < ||r(í)|| < Afe-*,

we obtain that vk(-) —> 0 uniformly on compacts of R+.    D

EXAMPLE. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)) on

a Banach space. Consider the well-posed Cauchy problem

x^ (t) - Ax'2» (t) 4 ex™ (t) - cAx(t) = 0,

x(0)=xo,    x(1>(0)=xi,    x(2>(0) = x2,        x,GP(A)

where c is any nonzero complex number. In this case

PA = (A2(A - A) 4 cAi - cA)-1 = (A2 4 c)"1P(A, A).

Define
k-l

Zk ■= - Yi Bk-1-3X3 + xk-

3=0

Then zo = xo, zi = -Axo 4 xi, z2 — exo - Axi 4 x2 and the unique solution

v(-) is given by

¿ f ext(X2 4 c)"1(A2PA0o 4 XRxzi 4 Rxz2) dX

= ¿~- I eAt(A2 + c)_1(Ax0 + 11+ P(A, A)(cx0 4 x2)) dX.
¿in J1

By
oo

(a) (A24C)-1 = J](-cA-2r,
n=0
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(b) -L ( x-{-k+1hxtdx = Lk,

(c) ■£-. f A^n+1>eAtP(A, A)x dX = / -At - s)nT(s)x ds,
2m J1 Jo  n\

and
oo ^

(d)
n=0

(2n)!

B-c)n(2^TI)!i2n"1 = 7^sinh^'
n=0 v ' v

we obtain that the solution v(-) can be written as:

(cosh \f—ct) xq H—j= (sinh sf-^ct) Xi

1      /"'
-I—7= /   (sinh\/-c(i - s)) T(s)(cxo 4 x2)ds.

\hcJo
EXAMPLE. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)) on

a Banach space. Consider the well-posed Cauchy problem

x^(t) - Ax™(t) - aAx^(t) - \a2x^(t) - \a2Ax(t) - \a3x(t) = 0,

x(0) = xOl    x(1)(0)=xi,    x(2)(0)=x2,        x0,xi,x2 G D(A),

where a is any nonzero complex number. Then

PA = (A4a/2)-2P(A-a,A),

z0 - x0, 2i = -Ax0 + Xi,

z2 — -A(axo 4 xi) 4 x2 - |a2xo

and the solution is given by

-^ Í ext (X 4 |) ~2 [X2R(X - a, A)z0 4 AP(A - a, A)zx 4 R(X - a, A)z2] dX.

With similar calculations as in the previous example we get as the unique solution

of the Cauchy problem:

e-a/2-t \j(t- s)e3al2-3T(s) (\a2xo 4 axx 4 x2\ ds + x0+t (|x0 + n)   .    □

6. Damped second order Cauchy problems. In this section we investigate

damped second order Cauchy problems

uW(t) - AuW(t) - Bu(t) = /(*, u(i)),        u(0) = x,        uW(0) = 2/

which we will call semilinear if /(•, •) ^ 0 and inhomogeneous if /(-,«(•)) is inde-

pendent of u(-); i.e., f(t,u(t)) — g(t) for some function <7(-):R+ —> P. We show

how the problem above is related to the initial value problem

u(1) (t) = Au(t) 4 / (Bu(s) 4 f(s, u(s)) ds,        u(0) = x,
Jo

which will be called the integrated Cauchy problem.

We start with a version of Lemma 9 for n = 1.
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LEMMA 12. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on E

and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) C D(B). Then there are

families (Ti(t)), 1 < i < 4, t > 0, of bounded linear operators on E such that the

semigroup T(t) generated by A := [B Q] w given by

Ti(t)    T2(t)

T3(t)    T4(t)

For every 1 < i < 4 and every x G E the map t —> T¿(í)x is continuous and

(i) Ti(0) = I, Ti(t): D(A) —> D(A), t —► Ti(i)x is continuously differentiable for
every x G D(A) and

T[(t)x = ATi(t)x 4 T3(t)x = Ti(i)Ax 4 T2(t)Bx,

(ii) T2(0) = 0, T2(t):E —> D(A), t —> T2(t)x is continuously differentiable for

every x G E and

T2(t)x = Ti(t)x = AT2(t)x 4 T4(t)x,

(iii) T3(0) = 0, t —» T3(t)x is continuously differentiable for every x G D(A) and

Tg(i)x = PTi(i)x = T3(t)Ax 4 T4(t)Bx,

(iv) T4(0) = i, t —> T4(t)x is continuously differentiable for every x G E and

T'A(t)x = BT2(t)x = T3(t)x,

(v)

Ti(t + s)=Ti(s)Ti(t) + T2(s)T3(t),

T2(t + s) = Ti(s)T2(t) 4 T2(s)T4(t),

T3(t + a) = T3(s)Ti(t) 4 T4(s)T3(t),

T4(t + s) = T3(s)T2(t) + T4(s)T4(t).

For a proof of statements (i)-(iv) see Lemma 9.   Statement (v) follows from

r(í + s) = r(í)r(s).  d

COROLLARY 13. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on

E and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) c D(B). Then there is a

iuGR such that for every A G C with Re A > w, PA := (A(A —A) — P)_1 exists. PA

is the Laplace transform of a strongly differentiable family W(t) of bounded linear

operators on E; i.e.,
/*oo

PAx= /    e~XtW(t)xdt
Jo

for every x G E and every A G C with Re A > w.   W(t) is given as the inverse

Laplace transform of PA; i.e.,

w®*=wiLextRxxdX

for every x G E.  The family (W(t)) has the following properties:

(i) W(0) = 0,
(ii) W(-):E -> D(A), BW(-)x is continuous for every x G E, W'(-):D(A)

D(A) and W'(-) is continuously differentiable for every x G D(A),
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(iii) W'(t)x = AW(t)x 4 /„' BW(s)xds 4 x,

(iv) W™(t)x = AW'(t)x 4 BW(t)x.

The semigroup generated by A := [B 0] is given by

' W'(t) W(t)

BW(t)    /Ó BW(s) ds + I

PROOF. As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 7 the resolvent of A is

given by
r APA Rx

BRx    (X-A)Rx

Define W(t) := T2(t) (see Lemma 12). Then the statements of the corollary follow

from Lemma 12 and the fact that the Laplace transform of a strongly differentiable

operator family is invertible for every x G E.    O

COROLLARY 14. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on

E and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) C D(B). Then, for every

x G D(A) and y G E, the integrated Cauchy problem

u{1)(t) = Au(t)+      Bu(s)ds + y,       u(0) = x
Jo

has a unique solution u(-) in C1(R+,E).  The solution is given by

W'(t)x 4 W(t)y = ¿ / eAtPA(Ax 4 y) dX

where Rx, W(t) are defined as in Corollary 13.

PROOF.  Existence: Define

u(t) := W'(t)x 4 W(t)y = J-. f eXtRx(Xx 4 y) dX
2m J^

= Ti(i)x4T2(i)2/

(Ti(t),T2(t) as in Lemma 12). Then w(0) = x, Bu(-) is continuous and

u^(t) = ATi(t)x 4 T3(t)x 4 AT2(t)y 4 T4(t)y

= Au(t) 4 /   Bu(s) ds 4 y.
Jo

Uniqueness.  Let v(-) be a solution of the integrated problem with x — y = 0;

i.e., v(-):R+ -> D(A) is in C^R+.P), Bv(-) is integrable and

Jo
v{1)(t) = Av(t) 4 /   Bv(s) ds,        v(0) = 0.

Define w(t) := /0 v(s) ds. Then

(a) w(t) G D(B) for every t > 0 and w(0) = 0,

(b) w'(t) G D(A) for every t > 0 and w'(0) = 0,

(c) Bw(-) is continuous and

wW(t)-Aww(t)-Bw(t)-Q,

Therefore, by Theorem 5, w(-) = 0 or, by the continuity of v(-),v(-) — 0 for every

t > 0. Hence the solution of the integrated Cauchy problem is unique.    D
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THEOREM 15. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on

E and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) C D(B). Let f be a

continuous function from R+ into E and let

Ti(t)    T2(t)

T3(t)    T4(t)

be the semigroup generated by A :=  [^¿].    Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) t —y J0Ti(t — s)f(s) ds is continuously differentiable.

(ii) The inhomogeneous damped second order Cauchy problem

uW(t)-AUW(t)-Bu(t) = f(t),        u(0)=x,        u^(0) = y

has for every x,y G D(A) a solution u(-) in C2(R+,E) such that Bu(-) is contin-

uous.

If BRx — RxB on D(A), then every solution is unique. Otherwise the solution

is unique among all solutions u(-) for which Bu(-) is a continuous function.

PROOF, (i) —► (ii). Uniqueness: If there are solutions u(-) and v(-), then h(-) :=

u(-) — v(-) is a solution of

u<2> (t) - Au*1* (t) - Bu(t) = 0,        «(0) = u(1) (0) = 0.

If BRx = RxB on D(A) or if Bh(-) is continuous, then, by Theorems 5 and 11,

h(-) =0. But then u(-) = v(-).

Existence: Define

x(t):=Ti(t)x + T2(t)(y-Ax)+ /   T2(t - s)f(s)ds,
Jo

w(t):= /  T2(t-s)f(s)ds.
Jo

By Lemma 12 we obtain that Px(-) is a continuous function and

±(w(t + h)-w(t)) = ±(Ti(h)-I)w(t)

rt

+ \T2(h) I T4(t-s)f(s)ds

1     rt+h

+ - T2(t + h-s)f(s)ds.

From AT2(-) = T4(-) -Ti(-) -we see that AT2(-) is continuous and by the closedness

of A we get w(-):R+ —y D(A). Therefore the right-hand side of the equation above

converges as h —y 0, x(-) is continuously differentiable and

rt

x<](1)(í) = ^W+r3(í)x4T4(í)(2/-Ax)4 / T4(t-s)f(s)ds.
Jo

Now x^^(-) is continuously differentiable if and only if Ax(-) is. But

Ax(t) = T2(i)Px 4 Ti(t)y - T3(t)x - T4(t)(y - Ax)

- /   T4(t-s)f(s)ds+ /   Ti(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo Jo
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and therefore Ax(-) is continuously differentiable if and only if

t-> /  Ti(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

is continuously differentiable. By (i) and the closedness of A we obtain (d/dt) Ax(t)

= Ax<1)(i)and

x^(t) = Ax^(t) 4 %(t)x 4 T'4(t)(y - Ax)

+ ljy4(t-s)f(S)ds

= Ax^(t) 4 PTi(¿)x 4 BT2(t)(y - Ax)

4P / r2(í-s)/(s)da + /(í)
Jo

= Ax(1)(t) + Bx(t) + f(t).

(ii) —> (i). Let x(-) be a solution of the damped, inhomogeneous problem

such that Px(-) is continuous. Then Ax(-) is continuously differentiable. Define

u(-),F(-):R+ -^PxPby

u(t) := (x(t), x^(t) - Ax(t)),        F(t) := (0, /(*))'.

The function u(-) is continuously differentiable and

u^(t) = Au(t) 4 F(t),        u(0) = (x,y- Ax).

By [22, p. 106], we obtain

u(t) = T(t)(x, y-Ax)+ /   T(i - s)F(s) ds
Jo

or

x(t) = Ti(t)x + T2(t)(y-Ax)+ f T2(t - s)f(s)ds.
Jo

But x(-) is twice continuously differentiable and, as seen in the first part of the proof,

this is the case if and only if t —y f0 Ti(t — s)f(s) ds is continuously differentiable.    D

The easy proofs of the following lemmas are omitted.

LEMMA 16. Let {V(t),t > tí} be a strongly continuous family of bounded oper-

ators on E and let /(•) be an element of C1(R+ ,E).  Then

w(t) := [ V(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

is continuously differentiable and

wW(t)= [ V(t-s)f'(s)ds + V(t)f(0).
Jo

LEMMA 17.   Let /(•) be an integrable function and JQ Ti(t — s)f(s)ds G D(A)

for every t > 0.  Then t —> /0 Ti(i — s)f(s) ds is continuously differentiable (A and

Ti(-) are as in Theorem 15).

COROLLARY 18. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on

E and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) c D(B).   Let f be a
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continuous function from R+ into E such that either

(i) /(■) is continuously differentiable or

(ii) /(-):R+ -» D(A) and Af(-), Bf(-) are integrable.
Then, for every x,y G D(A), the inhomogeneous, damped second order Cauchy

problem

u™ (t) - Au™ (t) - Bu(t) = f(t),        u(0) = x,        v.™ (t) = 2/

has a solution u(-) in C2(R+,E) given by

W'(t)x + W(t)(y-Ax)+ f W(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

where W(t) is defined as in Corollary 13.   If BRx = RxB on D(A), then every

solution is unique.   Otherwise the solution is unique among all solutions u(-) for

which Bu(-) is a continuous function.

PROOF, (i) If /(•) is continuously differentiable, then, by Lemma 16, t —y

/o Ti(t — s)f(s) ds is continuously differentiable. Hence the statement of the corol-

lary follows from Theorem 15.

(ii) Let /(•) be a function from R+ into D(A) such that Af(-) and Bf(-) are

integrable. From the equation

ATi(t - s)f(s) = Ti(t - s)Af(s) 4 T2(t - s)Bf(s) - T3(t - s)f(s)

we obtain /0 Ti(i - s)f(s) ds G D(A) for every t > 0. By Lemma 17 and Theorem

15 the statement of the corollary follows.    □

PROPOSITION 19. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

on E and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) C D(B). Let f be a

continuous function from R+ into E. Then, for every x G D(A), the integrated

Cauchy problem

u^(t) = Au(t) 4 / (Bu(s) 4 f(s)) ds,        u(0) = x
Jo

has a unique solution u(-) in C1(R+,E). The solution is given by

W'(t)x+ [ W(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

where W(t) is defined as in Corollary 13.

PROOF. Define

x(t):=W'(t)x+ [ W(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

= Ti(t)x+ i T2(t-s)f(s)ds.
Jo

Then, as seen in the proof of Theorem 15, x() is continuously differentiable, x(t) G

D(A) for every t > 0 and

x(1)(í) = Ax(í)4T3(í)x4 [ T4(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

= Ax(t)+ /  (BTi(s)x-rT4(t-s)f(s))ds.
Jo
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We have to show that

Therefore define

and

I T4(t-s)f(s)ds = I  (BJ°T2(s-r)f(r)dr + f(s)\ ds.

g(t):= [ T4(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

h(t) := j   iß jS T2(s - r)f(r) dr 4 f(s)\ ds.

Then ¡7(0) = h(tí) and

h^(t) = B [ T2(t-r)f(r)dr + f(t).
Jo

Now, by Lemma 12,

l(g(t + h)-g(t)) = l(T4(h)-I)g(t)

+ ^T3(h)J T2(t-s)f(s)ds

j    çt+h

+ - T4(t + h-s)f(s)ds.

Therefore g(-) is continuously differentiable and

gW(t) = B [ T2(t - s)f(s) ds 4 f(t) = h^(t).
Jo

This proves that x(-) is a solution of the integrated problem. Furthermore

Px(í) = PTi(í)x4 /   BT2(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

= T¿{t)x + / T3(t-s)f(s)ds.   .
Jo

Hence Px() is even continuous and not only integrable. Suppose there is another

solution v(-) of the integrated problem. Then h(-) = x(-) — v(-) is a solution of

U<1}(i) = Au(t) 4 /   Bu(s)ds,        u(tí) = tí
Jo

By Corollary 14 it follows that h(t) = 0 for every t > 0.    D

In the same way as in Theorem 15 we characterize existence of solutions of a

semilinear damped second order equation.

PROPOSITION 20. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

on E and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) c D(B). Let f be a

function from [0, T] x E into E such that f(-,u(-)) is a continuous function from

[0,T] into E whenever u(-) G C([0,T],P). Define W(t) (= T2(t)) as in Corollary
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14 (as in Lemma 12).  The following statements are equivalent:

(i) For every x,y G D(A) the semilinear damped Cauchy problem

uM(t)-Au^(t)-Bu(t) = f(t,u(t)),        u(0) = x,        v.W(0) = y

has a solution u(-) in C2([0,T],P) n Cx([0,T], [D(A)]).

(ii) For every x,y G D(A) the integral equation

u(t) = W'(t)x 4 W(t)(y - Ax) 4 / W(t - s)f(s, u(s)) ds
Jo

has a solution u(-) in C([0, T],E) such that t —y fQ W'(t - s)f(s, u(s)) ds is contin-

uously differentiable on [0, T].

PROOF, (i) -> (ii). Letu(-) bemC2([0,T],E)f)C1([0,T],[D(A)]). Thenu^í-)

maps [0,T] into D(A) and Au(-) is continuously differentiable. Let A := [^¿].

Define

x(t) = (xi(t),x2(t)) := (u(t),u^(t) - Au(t))

and P:[0,T] x (P x P) -> P x P, F(t,x(t)) := (0, f(t,xi(t)). Then x(-):[0,T] -»
P(A), x(-) G CHIO.TJ.P x P) and

x^(t) = Ax(i) 4 F(t,x(t)),    x(0) = (x,y - Ax).

Therefore x(-) is a continuously differentiable solution of the integral equation

u(t) = r(i)«(0) 4 / T(t-s)F(s,u(s))ds
Jo

where T(t) is the semigroup generated by A (see Lemma 12).   This implies that

xi() G Cy([0, T],E) is a solution of

u(í)=T,(í)x4T2(í)(2/-Ax)4 /   T2(t-s)f(s,u(s))ds
Jo

= W'(t)x + W(t)(y-Ax)+ f W(t-s)f(s,u(s))ds.
Jo

By definition of xi(-) we have xi(-) G C2([0, T],E). In the same way as in the proof

of Theorem 15 we obtain

ft
x[1)(t) = T2(t)Bx + Ti(t)y+ /   Ti(t-s)f(s,xi(s))ds

Jo

= W(t)Bx + W'(t)y+ /   W'(t-s)f(s,xi(s))ds.
Jo

From the continuous differentiability of x\ '(■), W(-)Bx and W'(-)y we conclude

that t —y J0 W'(t - s)f(s, u(s)) ds is continuously differentiable on [0, T].

The proof of (ii) —> (i) is the same as the corresponding part of the proof of

Theorem 15 and is omitted.    D

COROLLARY 21. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

on E and let B be a closed linear operator on E with D(A) C D(B). Let f be a

function from [0, T] x P into E such that /(-,«(•)) is a continuous function from

[0,T] into E whenever u(-) G C([0,T],P).  Define W(t) (= T2(t)) as in Corollary
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14 (as in Lemma 12) and let x G D(A).  The following statements are equivalent:

(i) The integral equation

-t

t(t) = W'(t)x+ [ W(t-s)f(s,u(s))ds
Jo

has a solution v(-) in C([0,T],E).

(ii) The integrated Cauchy problem

uw(t)=Au(t) + / (Bu(s) + f(s,u(s))ds,    u(0) = x
Jo

has a solution v(-) with the properties v(-): [0,T] —► D(A), v(-) G C1([0,T],P) and

Bv(-)GC([0,T],E).

PROOF, (i) —* (ii). Let v(-) be a solution of the integral equation; i.e.,

v{t) = Ti{t)x+ f T2(t-s)f(s,v(s))ds.
Jo

Thenv(-):[0,T] -> D(A), v(-) G C^M.^) and

v^(t)=Av(t)+T3(t)x+ [ T4(t-s)f(s,v(s))ds
Jo

= Au(i)4 /  BTi(s)x + T4(t-s)f(s,v(s))ds.
Jo

In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 19 we show

T4(t - s)f(s, v(s)) = B fST2(s- r)f(r, v(r)) dr 4 f(s, v(s)).
Jo

Therefore v(-) is a solution of the integrated Cauchy problem and Bv(-) = T^(t)x +

/o T3(t — s)f(s, v(s)) ds is a continuous function.

(ii) —> (i).   Let v(-) be a solution of the integrated Cauchy problem with the

properties stated in (ii). Then the function

í->x(í) := (v(t), /   Bv(s) + f(s,v(s))ds)

is in CH^nP x E), x(-y. [0,T] -, D(A) (A =[*[]) and

Ax(i) = (v{1Ht), Bv(t)) = x(1)(i) - F(t, x(t))

where F(t,x(t)) := (0, f(t,xi(t)) and x(t) := (xi(t),x2(t)).   Therefore x(-) is a

solution of x^)(i) = Ax(i) 4 F(t,x(t)), x(0) = (x, 0), and hence a solution of

x(í) = T(í)(x,0)4 /  T(t-s)F(s,x(s))ds,
Jo

where T(t) is the semigroup generated by A. This implies

xi(í)=Ti(í)x4 / T2(t-s)f(s,xi(s))ds.
Jo

But xi(t) = v(t) and therefore v(-) is a solution of the integral equation.    D
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EXAMPLE. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t))

on a Banach space. In many applications (e.g. the linear strongly damped wave

equation, the Klein-Gordon equation, the vibrating beam equation etc., see the

discussion following Corollary 10, [1 and 27]) the damped second order Cauchy

problem appears in the form

(#) u^(t) - (aA 4 bI)uW(t) - (cA 4 dl)u(t) = f(t),

u(0) = x,        u{1)(0) = y

where a is a positive real number, b, c,d are arbitrary complex numbers and /(•)

is a function satisfying, for example, the conditions of Corollary 18. As proved in

Theorem 11, the homogeneous Cauchy problem (#) is well-posed. By Corollary

18, for every x, y G D(A) the unique solution of (#) is given by

W'(t)x 4 W(t)(y - Ax) 4 [ W(t - s)f(s) ds
Jo

where W(t) is the inverse Laplace transform of

A - PA = (A(A - (aA 4 bl) - (cA 4 dl))'1

1     „(     1
R{Jrc(x'-Xb-^A)aX + c     \aX + c

In order to determine W(t) we will recall two elementary operations from Laplace

transform theory (see [4]):

(1) If F(t) is the inverse Laplace transform of /(A), then (l/a)ebt/aF(t/a) is the

inverse Laplace transform of f(aX — b) if o > 0 and b G C.

(2) If F(t) is the inverse Laplace transform of /(A), then

/ J0(2^(t-s)s)F(s)ds
Jo

is the inverse Laplace transform of (1/A)/(A 4 1/A), where Jo(t) stands for the

Bessel function
2n

£<-»"w(í)'
Now suppose q := (-d 4 c2/a2 4 6c/o)-1/2 > 0. Define / := l/aq, g := f/q,

h := (l/a)(b + 2c/a) and i := h/f. Then, by the elementary operations (1) and (2)

the following is true:

(a) (q/a)R(X, A)x is the Laplace transform of (q/a)T(t)x.

(b) (q/a)R(f(X 4 i),A)x is the Laplace transform of (q/af)e~ltT(t/f)x.

(c) (q/a) ■ (l/X)R(f(X 4 1/A 4 i),A)x is the Laplace transform of

(d)

£jo(2V(^y^)±e-3T^xds.

^H'(,a+¿+^a)h-H;a+*+m
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is the Laplace transform of

rt/q-Í
af Jo

Jo    2i s   s

(e)

1

a ' A4

l-TR {-{^-)

c/a    \a \       a)
4

1

aA 4 c

is the Laplace transform of

R
1

aA 4 c

A 4 c/a

(X2 -Xb-d),A

, xds.

+ h,A ) x

W*W(- s   s
grp

xds

= z-W a)t f Jo \-\/(t - s)s)e-ah3T(as)xds

a)t f Jo
Jo

\/(t - S)i e(b+2(c/a))sT{as)xds_

Therefore, for g > 0 and every x G E, W(t)x is given by the last expression. By

some tedious calculations it can be seen that this expression is a solution of (#)

(with i>(0) = 0 and v'(0) = x) not only for q > 0 but for every complex number

b,c,d and every a > 0. Hence, by Theorem 11, W(t)x is given by

^ [A^-d+Í + -a   ̂ * e(6+2(c/a))aT(as)x(is

If the semigroup (T(t)) generated by A is known we obtain by

W'(t)x + W(t)(y-Ax)+ f W(t-s)f(s)ds
Jo

an explicit expression of the unique solution of (#).    D
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